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INTRODUCTION 

THIS REPORT SUMMARISES SOME KEY RESULTS FROM OUR LATEST 
FRASER OF ALLANDER (FAI) SCOTTISH BUSINESS MONITOR, 
PUBLISHED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH ADDLESHAW GODDARD.
The survey was conducted over the period 1st – 8th April 2020. We engaged with almost 500 businesses from  
across the Scottish economy, in both different industries and parts of the country. 

The results provide an important indicator of activity within the Scottish business community, and their  
reflections upon the current crisis. 

We are clearly in unprecedented times. The public health crisis has hit the global economy and caused  
huge disruption. 

The immediate priority is of course, our health. Shutting down all but essential aspects of our economy  
is the correct policy response, not just from a health perspective but also an economic one. Investing in our  
public health is a long-term investment in the health of our economy. 

Our survey picks-up the scale of the shutdown. It is extraordinary, with the lowest forecast for future  
activity amongst businesses that we have seen since the survey was first launched nearly 22 years ago. 

Of course, this means that many – indeed the vast majority of – businesses are finding conditions hugely challenging.  
Our survey shows that – 

 z The number of firms seeing an increase in their volume of business during Q1 2020 fell to its lowest level since Q1 
2009. The outlook for the next six months is even more stark, as would be expected, with the outlook being the most 
negative since the survey began in 1998.

 z When asked how long businesses could survive under current levels of trading, of those who responded to this 
question, 54% said less than three months while a further 32% said they could survive for four to six months.

 z More than 95% of businesses who expressed interest in applying believe the ‘Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme’ 
being put in place has the potential to be very effective/effective in supporting their survival.

Of course, there remain ongoing debates about how easy it is to access such support, and as with any new scheme – 
particularly one thrown together quickly – there will be operational challenges. This is something that we will pick-up in 
future publications of the responses from our businesses in future Business Monitor releases. But on balance, we find that 
businesses are – in principle – supportive of the key schemes announced by the government.



KEY RESULTS 

OVER THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2020:
 z Our headline indicator – the net number of firms seeing an increase in their volume of business over the 

quarter – has fallen to the lowest level since Q1 2009. 

 z Similar pessimistic results can be seen across the board for turnover, the volume of new business, level of 
employment and new capital investment.

 z All five of our sectors reported falls in the net number of firms seeing an increase in their volume of 
business over the quarter. Firms in the Manufacturing and Accommodation and Food sectors have the 
fewest firms reporting increases.

 z Of course, it is the forward look that is most important here, given the likely contrast between  
January/February and March, when the lockdown measures began. 

OVER THE COMING MONTHS:
 z 85% of businesses expect growth in the Scottish economy to be weak or very weak over the next  

12 months. 

 z The net number of firms expecting an increase in their volume of business over the  
next six months has dropped significantly, with the outlook being the most negative  
since the survey began in 1998, with 10% expecting a rise in business,  
and 80% expecting a fall



KEY RESULTS 

OVER THE COMING MONTHS:
Chart: Net balance (%) of firms expecting an increase in their volume of business over the next six months, Q1 
1998 – Q1 2020

 z This comes just after businesses had just started showing signs of more confidence. In the fourth quarter 
of 2019, the net number of firms expecting an increase in their volume of business was the highest it had 
been since the second quarter of 2014.

 z The falls seen in the expected volume of business over the next six months are reported by all five of 
our sectors, but are particularly stark in the Accommodation and Food, Manufacturing, and Retail and 
Wholesale sectors.

Source: Fraser of Allander Institute
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KEY RESULTS 

OVER THE COMING MONTHS:
 z 60% of firms expect their level of employment to fall over the next six months.

 z On average, firms expect wage costs to fall over the next six months, with the number expecting wages to 
rise falling from 72% in Q4 2019 to 27% in the current quarter. 

 z 80% of businesses state that credit availability over the next three months will be ‘very important or 
important’, up from 53% in the previous quarter. This is a reversal of a long-term trend seen over the last 
few years as credit availability has been less of an issue for businesses.

CORONAVIRUS – EXPERIENCE OF FIRMS
 z When asked how long businesses could survive under current levels of trading, of those who knew, 54% 

said ‘less than three months’ while a further 32% said they could survive for ‘four to six months’. This result 
is mainly been driven by small businesses. 

 z 89% of businesses stated that their turnover has been impacted since the beginning of March by the 
Coronavirus.

 z 51% of businesses reported a reduction in the number of staff due to the pandemic, while 81% said they 
have reduced the number of hours staff are working.

 z 36% of businesses said that their businesses supplies had been ‘impacted a lot’, with a further 45% saying 
they had been ‘impacted a little’.

 z 63% of businesses saw their cash flow ‘impacted a lot’, with a further 26% seeing it ‘impacted a little’.

 z Whilst these findings provide a stark indication of the shock the Scottish business community has felt in 
recent weeks, we find a positive reaction – in principle – to the various government schemes.

 z For example, according to our survey, more than 95% of businesses planning to use the scheme believe 
the ‘Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme’ being put in place will be ‘very effective/effective’ in supporting 
their survival during the pandemic.

 z We will pick-up issues around the practical accessibility of different schemes in future articles. 
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Source: Fraser of Allander Institute



KEY RESULTS 

OVER THE COMING MONTHS:
Chart: Has your business made use of any of the recent policies announced by the Scottish and UK 
Government to support businesses?
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KEY RESULTS 

OVER THE COMING MONTHS:
Chart: Of those planning to use the policies, how effective do you expect this support will be to the survival 
of your business?

Source: Fraser of Allander Institute
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KEY RESULTS 

OVER THE COMING MONTHS:
Chart: Of those planning to use the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme, what percentage of their workforce 
are they/will they furlough?

Source: Fraser of Allander Institute
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KEY RESULTS 

OVER THE COMING MONTHS:
Chart: How easy has it been to access government support?

Source: Fraser of Allander Institute
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PROBLEMS. POSSIBILITIES.
COMPLEXITY. CLARITY.
OBSTACLES. OPPORTUNITIES.
THE DIFFERENCE IS IMAGINATION.
THE DIFFERENCE IS AG.
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